Introduction
============

Multicellular life has evolved independently several times, giving rise to a variety of macroscopic organisms: land plants, animals, fungi and so on. This advance allows these organisms to coordinate multiple cellular responses cohesively ([@bib6]). Examining the origins of multicellularity continues to provide new perspectives on life: for example, the transition of choanoflagellates from solitary to multicellular aggregates in response to predator prey relationships ([@bib1]). Likewise, quorum sensing and biofilm formation enable groups of bacterial cells to act as multicellular organisms that can extend their survival and competitive abilities beyond those of isolated individuals ([@bib12]; [@bib34]; [@bib3]). In natural settings, biofilms are often heterogeneous, consisting of mixtures of different species that lack predictable organization. Even within single species biofilms, the structures that arise can be highly variable ([@bib2]; [@bib14]). By contrast, the myxobacteria typically produce single species biofilms with species-specific architecture ([@bib13]). The myxobacteria are common soil bacteria that obtain nutrition through the degradation of prey bacteria, plant debris or macromolecules ([@bib4]). As population levels rise and nutrition is reduced, individual cells aggregate to form 0.1--1-mm tall fruiting bodies. The fruiting bodies contain 10^5^--10^7^ cells of a single species; some species form simple mound shaped fruiting bodies while others form elaborate three-dimensional (3D) branched structures ([@bib40]; [@bib15]). Within fruiting bodies, starved vegetative cells convert to spores; the more complex branched structures of some species show spores within sporangia at branch tips.

Myxobacteria colonize surfaces as organized aggregates of cells. They move with a combination of single cell gliding (A-motility) and social (S)-motility ([@bib25]; [@bib16]; [@bib29]; [@bib22]). S-motility is powered by the extension and retraction of Type IV pili (T4P) that are extruded from one of the cell poles ([@bib23]). Previous studies have shown that pili can bind to matrix exopolysaccharide (EPS) found on surfaces and presumed to coat individual cells ([@bib17]). Cells are pulled forward by pilus retraction, which exerts a force \>100 pN ([@bib11]). According to current models, EPS forms a cell envelope that serves as an anchor for pilus binding from a neighboring cell; pilus retraction would then pull cells closer to each other ([@bib33]; [@bib20]). However, although a polysaccharide coat is common in bacteria such as *Klebsiella* and *Azotobacter* sp. ([@bib28]; [@bib18]), there is no direct evidence for an EPS cell coat covering *M. xanthus* cells ([@bib24]; [@bib26]), nor is there a clear explanation of how EPS-coated cells could promote movement away from other cells into new territory.

In this study, we used Ruthenium Red staining of *M. xanthus* biofilms to visualize the carbohydrate-rich EPS ([@bib30]). Our findings show that most of the EPS produced by *M. xanthus* is deposited on surfaces and sculpted into microchannel structures that guide cell movements. Our analysis indicates that EPS microchannels are important for the multicellular life of the myxobacteria by mediating the organization of cells during surface branch migration, fruiting body formation and intra-species interaction.

Materials and methods
=====================

Strains and growth conditions
-----------------------------

*M. xanthus* strains were cultured according to previously established protocols, primarily using CYE liquid media for routine culturing and 0.5% agar CYE for motility assays. *M. xanthus* strains utilized that were all reported previously: *cglB-* ([@bib27])*, epsZ-* ([@bib5]), *pilT-* ([@bib36]) *pilA::gfp* ([@bib7]). Environmental isolates of *M. xanthus* were enriched using previously described methods ([@bib31]) harvesting small quantities of local soils as a source for new strains. Strains were purified for isolation through routine restreaking on CYE and confirmation of species identification of each isolate was determined through 16S rDNA sequencing. Examination of each isolate for S-motility patterns was performed using a Nikon SMZ1500 stereo microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY, USA)

Fluorescence microscopy
-----------------------

Separate *M. xanthus* cultures were harvested, washed and concentrated to a density of 300 Klett units. Non-fluorescent cultures were mixed with green fluorescent protein (GFP)-labeled cells at a ratio of 1:50 and 1 μl of the resulting suspension was spotted onto slides coated with 350 μl of 0.5% agar CYE. Several drops of water were spotted surrounding the coated medium to keep the humidity. Slides were incubated for 6--8 h at 32 °C to allow for motility branch formation. Image acquisition was performed on a DeltaVision Elite microscope set-up (Applied Precision, Issaquah, WA, USA) equipped with a CCD camera (CoolSnap HQ, Photometrics, Tucson, AZ, USA) using solid-state illumination at 461/489 nm (GFP). Time-lapses were performed for 20--30 min at 30--60-s intervals. Movies were compiled and analyzed with Image J software (NIH, <http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/>). For each assay condition, at least three time series were captured.

Cell tracking analysis
----------------------

To quantify differences in migration efficiency among strains, quantitative analysis was performed to assess the ability of cells to travel in efficient, straight-line paths. For each strain, the step-to-step motion of at least six fluorescently labeled cells in the time-lapse series was graphed as trajectories (Microsoft Excel). For each cell, the most efficient path was calculated based on the shortest distance connecting the initial and terminal positions. Comparison of each cell\'s actual trajectory relative to the most efficient pathway was determined by integration using the Trapezoid Rule to calculate the total area of deviation, with larger areas indicative of a less efficient route of travel. Total areas for each cell were divided by the number of movements that each cell made to yield an average deviation. A Student\'s *t*-test (heteroscedastic, two-samples with unequal variance; one tailed) was then used to determine significant differences among the average areas of deviation for each species.

EPS purification and complementation
------------------------------------

EPS was purified from *M. xanthus* cultures as described before ([@bib5]). Briefly, cell cultures were harvested and resuspended in 25 ml of TNE buffer (100 m[M]{.smallcaps} Tris pH 7.5, 100 m[M]{.smallcaps} NaCl, 5 m[M]{.smallcaps} EDTA). The cell suspensions were disrupted by sonication; then, sodium dodecyl sulfate was added to a final concentration of 0.1% to extract EPS. The extracts were centrifuged for 10 min at 8000 r.p.m. and the pellets were washed twice with 25 ml TNE+sodium dodecyl sulfate. The pellets were resuspended in 1 ml of 10 m[M]{.smallcaps} MOPS buffer and stored at −20 °C until use. For complementation, fresh cultures were prepared as before to a final cell density of 500 Klett units. Six-microliter aliquots of the 500 Klett units cell suspension were spotted onto 0.5% agar CYE plates. A 6-mm long line of EPS extract or buffer control was added 4 mm away from the cells. Plates were incubated at 32 °C for over several days. They were examined under a Nikon SMZ1500 stereo microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY, USA; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

For EPS purification from agar-grown cultures, 5 ml of TNE buffer with 1 mg ml^−1^ Pronase E (Sigma--Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) was gently added directly to the agar surface and allowed to incubate at 37 °C for 2 h to remove protein. Colonies were then washed four times with TNE buffer + 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate to remove cells. For imaging, the remaining material was resuspended in 0.1 [M]{.smallcaps} sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2) for 1 h, then fixed in glutaraldehyde and 1% osmium tetroxide was added and incubated for 1 h. Samples were then stained with 5 m[M]{.smallcaps} Ruthenium Red for 1 h and analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as described below.

Electron microscopy
-------------------

### Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

*M. xanthus* colonies and fruiting bodies were grown for 4 days on CYE agar plates in 40 mm diameter aluminum weighing pans to avoid damaging the samples by minimizing handling. Using a scalpel, areas around the colonies and fruiting bodies were removed leaving the samples in the tins. After each colony was cut into four smaller pieces for processing, samples were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 [M]{.smallcaps} sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2) for 1 h, post-fixed on ice with 1% osmium tetroxide for 1 h and stained with 5 m[M]{.smallcaps} Ruthenium Red for 1 h.

Following fixation, post-fixation and staining, the samples were moved from the aluminum tins and placed into 20 ml scintillation vials and rinsed three times with buffer to wash off excess fixatives and stains. Dehydration was performed using a graded ethanol series (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, and three times at 100%) for 15 min at each step. This was followed by a step-wise infiltration with epon resin at 1:2 resin:acetone for 4 h, 1:1 resin:acetone for 4 h, 2:1 resin:acetone for 4 h, 100% overnight and 100% resin with Benzyldimethylamine for 2 h then polymerized in an 80 °C oven. Sample blocks were sectioned at 90 nm using a Leica EM UC6 microtome (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL, USA). Sections were collected on slot grids and stained with 2% uranyl acetate and Reynolds Lead Citrate. Imaging was carried out using a FEI Tecnai 12 transmission electron microscope (FEI, Inc., Hillsboro, OR, USA).

### Focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy (FIB/SEM)

For FIB/SEM analysis, biofilm samples were prepared similar to HPF-resin-section TEM samples, but were fixed at room temperature in a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.1% Ruthenium Red and 1% osmium in phosphate-buffered saline for 30 min before being rinsed three times with ddH~2~O prior to high-pressure freezing. This approach allows for sufficient sample contrast needed for FIB/SEM analysis, while avoiding dehydration artifacts typically encountered in conventionally prepared samples ([@bib21]). It is our experience that fixation and subsequent heavy metal staining causes minimal sample preparation artifacts and that it is mainly the artifacts stemming from dehydration that need to be guarded against. Therefore, by using ultra-rapid freezing and low temperature freeze-substitution sample preparation, dehydration of samples is held to a minimum. For FIB/SEM imaging, serial imaging was performed using a FEI Helios NanoLab DualBeam equipped with an in-lens detection system. Each slice of material was milled using a Ga^2+^ FIB operating at 30 keV and 460 pA. Image acquisition occurred after each milled slice using a 2 keV and 340 pA SEM probe in backscatter mode with the bias of the in-lens detector set to −50 V. Auto Slice & View (FEI, Inc.) was used for automated acquisition and the voxel size (3D pixel) for the 3D volume was 10 nm by 13 nm by 20 nm in the *x, y* and *z* axes. Image reconstruction was performed using Chimera software (UCSF, San Francisco, CA, USA).

Results
=======

Visualization of microchannels in branching M. xanthus *biofilms*
-----------------------------------------------------------------

On 0.5% soft agar media, wild-type *M. xanthus* cells are non-motile at low cell density because A-motility does not function on soft surfaces and S-motility requires cell groups for movement. However, when cells are incubated at higher cell densities, S-motility powers the movement and spreading of groups of cells across surfaces ([@bib27]; [@bib5]). To further examine the spreading of these vegetative cell swarms, cultures of *M. xanthus* strain DZ2 were plated on soft agar in a series of twofold dilutions ranging from low to high cell density and examined with time-lapse microscopy ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Movie S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At low cell density, cells remain near the initial inoculum, but at higher cell densities, we observed outward migration. Close examination shows that migration correlates with the presence of organized branch-like structures that can be observed emanating radially from the initial inoculum ([Figures 1a and b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; arrow denotes branch). The timing of branch emanation depended on cell density ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Both branch formation and rapid migration were observed to follow a cooperative, sigmoidal function dependent on cell density, indicative of multicellular cooperation between cells in agreement with previous results ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib5]). In contrast, when we examined cells on harder, 1.5% agar, surface migration followed a linear function with respect to cell density, indicative of cooperation-independent behavior during cell movement ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To examine the ultrastructure of these biofilm branches, swarming colonies were fixed with glutaraldehyde, treated with Osmium/Ruthenium Red to stain carbohydrate structures, ethanol-dehydrated, and then infiltrated and embedded in resin. Remarkably, electron micrographs of thin slices of branch sections cut tangentially showed near perfect cell alignment in the direction of migration, causing the rod shaped cells to look round in the cross-sectional view ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the sections revealed electron-dense material filling the spaces between small groups of cells, which only became apparent with the Ruthenium Red staining protocol, suggesting that it is indeed polysaccharide-rich, and presumably part of the so-called EPS matrix. The extracellular material observed appears continuous, forming a single 'honeycomb\'-like structure with multiple compartments. In cross-section, these compartments contained an average of \~5 cells/compartment (*n*=58 compartments examined, see [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed distribution).

To visualize these structures in three dimensions, we analyzed our samples with FIB/SEM, a novel 3D imaging technique that has been used recently to study bacterial biofilms at \~10--20 nm-scale resolution ([@bib26]). Using this technique on our fixed biofilm samples, we collected 250 serial images at 10-nm intervals along the *z* axis ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These images confirmed that the extracellular honeycomb-like structures identified in two-dimensional TEM images constitute microchannels in a 3D space. Furthermore, the 3D images revealed the tubular character of the electron-dense material in microchannels that surround cells, as shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Movie S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (honeycomb-like structures are rendered in blue). Cells within the microchannels were clearly aligned in the direction of swarm migration, suggesting the possibility that these structures might serve to orient the movement of bacteria within the biofilms, thus promoting efficient colonization of new regions.

Genetic evidence that microchannels are composed of EPS
-------------------------------------------------------

EPS has previously been proposed to form a cell coat that acts as the anchor facilitating T4P-driven social motility ([@bib19]). To further examine the possibility that the microchannels contained EPS, we examined the swarm migration pattern of an *epsZ-*mutant defective in EPS biosynthesis and S-motility, as well as an A-motility-defective *cglB-* mutant, normal with respect to EPS production and S-motility. The *epsZ* gene codes for a polyprenyl glycosylphosphotransferase homolog that belongs to the same family as *E. coli* WcaJ, *Salmonella* WbaP and Group B *Streptococcus* CpsE and provides a critical first step in polysaccharide export (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov>). The *cglB* gene codes for a protein that contains a Von Willebrand factor type A domain, with a metal-dependent MIDAS site predicted to mediate ligand binding. Although the specific ligand bound CglB is unknown, it is an extracellular protein essential for A-motility (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov>, [@bib27]). As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, vegetative swarms of wild-type cells showed typical S-motility movements and branch patterns ([Figures 3a and b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the *epsZ-* mutant was unable to effectively migrate across the surface or form the branch patterns ([Figures 3d and e](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). *epsZ-* colonies showed some movement at the colony edge, leading to an overall broadening of the area colonized, but compared with the wild type, directional migration was not apparent. Interestingly, the *cglB-* mutant ([Figures 3g and h](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which migrates at a similar rate as the wild type, showed more distinct branch patterns ([Figures 3g and h](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) compared with the wild type ([Figures 3a and b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that while S-motility is responsible for branch formation, A-motility may fill in the spaces between the main branches.

Biofilms of each strain were fixed and Ruthenium Red-stained for TEM. TEM images of biofilms revealed that the *epsZ-* mutant lacked the microchannel structures observed in the wild-type branches ([Figures 3c, f and i](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). *epsZ-* biofilms also showed large empty spaces between cells and no cell alignment. By contrast, microchannel structures and aligned cell organization were observed in both the *cglB-* mutant and the wild type as expected. Together, these results indicate that the microchannel structures are composed primarily of EPS and that they greatly influence cell organization within cooperative swarming branch structures.

Purification and analysis of EPS microchannels
----------------------------------------------

The presence of EPS-containing microchannels surrounding small groups of wild-type cells suggests that they may provide a scaffold for the anchoring of T4P, required for S-motility, thereby contributing to efficient cell movement. To test this possibility, wild-type *M. xanthus* biofilms were washed gently with sodium dodecyl sulfate to remove bacterial cells while preserving extracellular EPS and associated material ([@bib10]). Thin section TEM imaging of the resulting cell-free material showed honeycomb-like compartmental structures with size (\~300 nm thickness and \~5 μm inner diameter) and overall shape and dimensions similar to the structures observed by sectioning intact colonies ([Figures 4a and b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

We also assayed the ability of cell-free EPS to stimulate S-motility and branch formation by expanding on a previously described method ([@bib5]). We added purified EPS onto agar plates and allowed the transferred material to dry, followed by the addition of *M. xanthus* wild-type or *epsZ-* cells adjacent to the EPS and monitored biofilm migration with time-lapse microscopy. As expected, the wild-type strain migrated out in all directions, but in the area coated with EPS, we observed a marked increase in colonization speed and pronounced radial branch structures ([Figures 4c and d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Movie S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The *epsZ-* mutant overall showed very limited migration across the surface, except in the area that had been coated with EPS, where a burst of organized movement was observed (see [Figures 4e and f](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Movie S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We noted that in addition to increased speed, swarms of both strains became very thin when cells moved over the EPS-coated surface, indicating that cells move across the purified EPS at a lower total cell density (see [Supplementary Movies S4 and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Also of note is that migration was not stimulated outside of the EPS-coated area, nor did the purified EPS promote migration when mixed directly with cells. Quantification of swarm migration patterns showed that wild-type colonies, after a brief \~2-h lag, swarmed outward at a constant rate to a distance of \~600 microns from the initial edge in 24 h. The *epsZ-* mutant showed similar behavior for the first 8 h of the assay, then slowed dramatically so that after 24 h, colonies had only expanded \~200 μm outward ([Figure 4g](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). EPS addition rescued *epsZ-* from migration stalling and restored migration overall to a level 75--90% of the wild type ([Figure 4h](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Tracking cell movement within branch structures
-----------------------------------------------

To examine the behavior of individual cells within large swarms, we mixed a small number of cells expressing GFP with a large majority of unlabeled cells (1:50) and plated them on 0.5% CYE agar-coated slides, conditions where only S-motility is utilized. We tracked the movement of the labeled cells by time-lapse fluorescence microscopy. We observed that wild-type cells moved at a velocity of 1.7±0.3 μm min^−1^ and remained aligned parallel to the direction of the branch as the branch structures elongated ([Figure 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Movie S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While the overall direction of cell movement was maintained, cell migration was otherwise independent; for example, adjacent cells were observed to occasionally reverse or choose different directions at branch intersections. By contrast, when the *epsZ-* mutant was examined, branch-like structures were less common but occasionally observed; however, *epsZ-* structures were unstable and soon dissipated ([Figure 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Movie S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cell velocity of GFP tracker cells within EPS^−^ swarms was 1.7±0.5 μm min^−1^, similar to wild-type velocities, but cell trajectories lacked a consistent direction: cell tracks curved and overlapped, cells traveled in different directions and cell groups dissociated readily. Examination of the *cglB-* strain showed extensive branching, with similar alignment and cohesiveness as the wild type, but overall branch structures were thinner, with more branch points ([Figure 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Movie S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cell movement was more constrained than that of the wild type, although similar cell velocities were observed. Together, these observations support a hypothesis that EPS helps to direct cell movement, with the interesting caveat that EPS is not required as an anchor for T4P movement as EPS^−^ cells are fully motile under S-motility conditions, suggesting that EPS keeps cells aligned and moving together in the same direction and prevents them from dissociating from one another ([Figure 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

In *M. xanthus,* most T4P-defective mutants also lack EPS ([@bib38]), with exceptions such as a *pilT-* mutant that overproduces EPS but is defective in T4P retraction and exhibits no S-motility ([@bib36]; [@bib5]). To determine whether this additional EPS affects cell movements, we examined the behavior of a small population of GFP-labeled wild-type cells mixed with a *pilT-* mutant strain in a 1:50 ratio ([Figure 5d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Movie S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under these conditions, no coherent branch structures or colony migration were observed, cell alignment was not maintained, and cell movement of GFP tracker cells was characterized by lack of alignment in cell orientation and frequent reversal of gliding direction. Wild-type cells under the same conditions rarely reverse direction. To determine whether the cell tracks observed in [Figures 5a--d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} are significantly different from each other, we further analyzed each cell track by comparing the actual path of movement to a shortest distance trajectory. Labeled cells in wild-type and *cglB-* conditions move with similarly efficient trajectories (for an explanation, see [Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with 68.9±31.6 for wild type and 59.7±28.4 for *cglB-* ([Figure 5e](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). By comparison, *epsZ-* conditions resulted in 364.7±283.3 and *pilT* in 342.4±148.3. These results support the idea that EPS organization promotes efficient cell movement, and provides an important mechanistic clue to microchannel formation. It appears that EPS microchannels require a combination of both EPS synthesis and cell movement.

Examining the role of EPS in interactions between different M. xanthus *isolates*
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our analysis of the wild-type strain DZ2 and its derivative mutant strains strongly indicate that EPS has a critical role in the ability of cells to effectively colonize new surfaces. In soil environments, many *M. xanthus* strains co-exist within very small areas ([@bib31]). To test the possibility that extracellular EPS structures built by one strain or species could potentially be utilized by another strain, we isolated from local soils several wild *M. xanthus* strains that displayed social motility ([Figure 6a](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). EPS extracts obtained from these strains were used to determine their effect on social swarming of our laboratory wild-type strain DZ2. As shown in [Figure 6b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, EPS extracts from all of the isolates tested stimulated S-motility, sometimes to an even greater degree than EPS extracts from DZ2 itself. This result suggests that EPS could be a shared resource, facilitating cooperation between closely related strains. Previous experiments have shown that DZ2 and its derivative mutants when co-cultured will either show additive motility or in some cases, complementation of social defects ([@bib5]). However, when GFP-labeled DZ2 was co-cultured in 1:1 ratio with wild isolates, we observed reduced motility relative to the migration of either strain in mono-culture, indicating that cooperation between closely related strains is not evident ([Figures 6c and d](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Fluorescence analysis indicated that in mixtures with isolate HP13, fluorescence signal of the lab wild type was observed to be confluent across the co-culture, but still produced less migration than either mono-culture ([Figure 6d](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In co-culture with HP16, the GFP signal was constrained to the initial inoculum, indicating that the lab wild type may not have access to the social swarming branches made by the HP16 isolate. In co-culture with HP15, fluorescence signal was greatly reduced, indicating that the GFP-labeled lab strain is either growth-inhibited or killed when cultured with the HP15 isolate. Quantitatively, co-culturing (purple bars) of wild-type DZ2 with derivative mutants such as the non-motile *mglA-* strain or S-motility-defective *epsZ-* (gray bars), results in additive or complementary swarming, respectively ([Figure 6d](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, every case of co-culturing with wild isolates (black bars) resulted in reduced migration of the co-culture relative to either of the two species cultured independently, suggesting that competition outweighs cooperation and that extracellular EPS microchannels are not automatically an open resource.

The role of EPS in building fruiting body structures
----------------------------------------------------

To determine whether EPS channels are involved in other multicellular processes in addition to swarming, we examined *M. xanthus* cells under conditions where they form fruiting bodies. Panoramic wide-field TEM montage analysis of wild-type and *epsZ-* strains allowed us to study a large field of view in detail, revealing dramatic differences between these two strains ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). While the wild-type formed dense, organized structures ([Figures 7a, c and e](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the *epsZ-* mutant showed a loose arrangement of cells, with only a few pockets of spores localized at the center of the fruiting aggregates ([Figures 7b, d and f](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). At the multicellular level, the wild type forms dense mounds while *epsZ-* forms larger, translucent mounds ([Figures 7c and d](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in [Figure 7e](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, wild-type *M. xanthus* fruiting bodies displayed EPS (Ruthenium Red-stained) microcompartments (white arrow) surrounding the spores (black arrow). Examination of the *epsZ* mutant ([Figures 7b and f](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) shows aggregates that are less compact and often less electron-dense. Interestingly, small, centrally located pockets of differentiating cells were observed in the *epsZ* aggregates ([Figure 7b](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), but EM analysis showed greatly reduced sporulation, poor cellular alignment and a lack of any extracellular EPS structures.

As typical fruiting conditions are distinctly different from swarming conditions, and to determine whether the two processes are at all connected, we devised a modified submerged culture method that would promote both swarming branches and fruiting bodies, by adding molten CYE agar to liquid CYE and producing a mixed environment of solid and liquid ([Figures 8a--c](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). By growing cells in these submerged cultures supplemented with soft agar, both swarming branches and fruiting bodies form. Branches were observed between and connecting fruiting body structures ([Figures 8a and b](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). TEM analysis of Ruthenium Red-stained fruiting bodies showed spores surrounded by thick EPS deposits ([Figure 8c](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). These conditions stimulate *M. xanthus* to form more pronounced, raised fruiting bodies. Other myxobacterial species, such as *Chondromyces crocatus*, readily form raised structures of greater complexity that include a stalk, branches and spore-filled sporangioles ([Figure 8d](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Using ultra-rapid freezing approaches to minimize TEM sample preparation artifacts ([@bib21]), we examined *C. crocatus* fruiting bodies ([Figures 8e--g](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) and found the stalk structures to be composed primarily of EPS channels (white arrows) with tightly embedded rod cells oriented within channels perpendicular to the agar surface (black arrows). Branches have long open channels all the way up to a concave curvature at their tips where they join to rounded sporangioles ([Figure 8g](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). *C. crocatus* spores are localized in compartments similar to *M. xanthus* within the sporangioles ([Figure 8h](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The process of fruiting body formation in *C. crocatus* was observed with time-lapse microscopy ([Supplementary Movie S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), where large globules were observed to diverge successively into smaller branches, then sporangioles. Swarm migration on the surface was also observed, with swarms entering nascent fruiting bodies and leaving completed structures. Our results show that the ability to build a 3D multicellular body plan can be mediated through well-crafted deposition of EPS material. Unfortunately, we do not have mutant strains of *C. crocatus* to better study the role of EPS in this organism, as genetic tools for working with this bacterium are unavailable.

Discussion
==========

Biofilm formation has an important role in the life cycle and resistance to antibiotics of many bacterial species. Biofilms can form on practically any surface; however, the ability of bacteria to shape their EPS during biofilm formation is still underappreciated. In this paper, we used genetic and ultrastructural studies to reveal an unexpected level of complexity to EPS organization in *M. xanthus*. We found that for *M. xanthus*, EPS is a highly organized structural component of the bacterial biofilm, in microchannels that align cells and promote directed movement. These honeycomb-like channels surround small groups of cells, directing the passage of the bacteria towards new territory. Essentially, the EPS microchannels allow *M. xanthus* to act as a multicellular organism, accomplishing tasks that no single cell could manage alone. The microchannels guide cell movement and likely serve as convenient anchors for T4P binding and retraction, allowing even those cells that do not make direct contact with the substratum (for example, agar surface) a mechanism to travel forward. EPS does not appear to be required for cell movement, but rather for efficient multicellular migration as *epsZ-* cells were observed to move but not to maintain consistent orientation or efficient migration patterns ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This helps explain the confounding result that *epsZ-* colonies can initially spread out on soft agar, but the migration gradually comes to a halt. The EPS microchannels then allow maintenance of cell alignment so that cellular movements are coordinated as cells move towards new territory during swarming or towards aggregation centers during fruiting body formation. Under the conditions tested, mutants that lack the ability to synthesize EPS do not exhibit the microchannels, lack cell alignment and show severe migration defects. However, swarming migration can be rescued by adding purified EPS to the surface. As it is unlikely for the 3D architecture of microchannels to be maintained throughout the purification process, purified EPS may provide a motility substrate rather than a defined radial orientation for cells. This is similar to other polysaccharides, like methylcellulose, which allow for T4P-based migration without showing social motility branch structures. This notion is supported by the fact that *eps*^−^ strains migrate as a thin layer in regions where the EPS had been provided.

Our work here confirms previous studies that show that *M. xanthus* cells are typically aligned on surfaces, with the long axis of the cells in parallel to the orientation of the multicellular swarms ([@bib32]). In those reports, end-to-end cell--cell signaling was proposed to provide the mechanism for maintaining cell orientation and organization. Other reports show that cell--cell packing can occur readily on hard surfaces, where individuals move freely through A-motility ([@bib35]). Gliding movement on soft surfaces has different challenges, and the biophysical constraints of the EPS microchannels provide an alternative mechanism for multicellular organization. Cell--cell signaling may still have an important role, particularly in the area of regulating the construction process rather than in keeping cells aligned. We can hypothesize that microchannel construction occurs through a succession of events including: surface detection, EPS secretion and proper shaping of EPS by the movement of cells. The specific mechanism for correct localization of EPS construction will require further experimentation, but one prediction would be that extracellular enzymes are present on the outside surface of cells allowing dehydration reactions of polysaccharides into a cohesive microchannel structure. Cell migration through microchannels would allow efficient colonization of a surface as the crowded cells in the swarm interior push towards the low cell density/higher nutrient areas present at the swarm edge.

While swarm migration across surfaces allows for colonization of new territory, the synthesis of EPS microchannels may also provide a structural support for the raised structures that are prominent during fruiting body formation both in simple *M. xanthus* mounds as well as in the complex fruiting bodies of *C. crocatus.* Our data indicate EPS provides the primary structural component of the fruiting bodies as this material is not observed in fruiting bodies of an *epsZ-* strain or when carbohydrate-staining Ruthenium Red is not used in TEM analysis. Microchannels were observed within the stalk of *C. crocatus* and EPS microcompartments observed surrounding spores of both species within the fruiting bodies.

The transition from unicellular to multicellular life requires extracellular structural components that bind cells together. Plants use cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin and lignin to build cell walls ([@bib37]); animals use collagen and other extracellular proteins such as laminin and glycoproteins ([@bib9]). Here, we found that bacteria use EPS to help determine multicellular organization. Our analysis of intra-species interactions suggests that although purified EPS from various sources may serve as general substrate for migration of cells, there was no implicit sharing of EPS by co-culturing of closely related strains, but these interactions may also be greatly influenced by other factors such as cell--cell signals or antibiotics. This suggests that microbial community formation could depend on whichever organism has the keystone role in providing the predominating EPS structure. Given its importance in intra-species interactions, it will be of great importance in future experiments to study the role of EPS in inter-species interactions and microbial community structure.
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![*M. xanthus* social swarms form organized branch structures. (**a**) *M. xanthus* cells were added to 0.5% agar CYE at cell densities ranging from 4 × 10^6^ to 2.4 × 10^8^ total cells in 3 μl aliquots. Surface migration correlates with higher cell densities and the formation of radial branch structures ([Supplementary Movie S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**b**) A low density (left), non-migrating swarm, adjacent to a high density swarm with typical branch structures at the swarm edge (right). (**c**) Quantification of surface colonization by wild-type *M. xanthus* on soft and hard surfaces shows that migration on soft surfaces (red) is characterized by a cooperative sigmoidal function, whereas migration on hard surfaces (blue) is linear. (**d**) Resin-embedded and Ruthenium red-stained TEM cross-section of a branch reveals the organization of small groups of cells within microchannels. Scale bars are: white bar, 0.1 mm and black bar, 5 μm.](ismej201660f1){#fig1}

![Three-dimensional reconstruction of *M. xanthus* microchannel structure through FIB/SEM analysis. *M. xanthus* swarms were fixed in glutaraldehyde, resin-embedded and stained with Ruthenium Red for microchannel visualization. Blocks were analyzed by SEM that scans the block surface, then the focused ion beam (FIB) oblates 20 nm of material before scanning again. In total, 250 scans were obtained, spanning 5 μm in depth. (**a**) The entire 3D reconstruction, with cells shown in yellow and channels in blue pseudocolor ([Supplementary Movie S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**b**) One of 250 slices captured during the FIB/SEM data collection shows an arrangement of cells within microchannels similar to observations with TEM. Panel (**c**) shows the 3D reconstruction of cells only and panel (**d**) shows the 3D reconstruction of microchannels only. Scale bar, 1 μm.](ismej201660f2){#fig2}

![Genetic analysis of *M. xanthus* swarm architecture. Five-microliter aliquots of cells (\~10^8^ cells) were incubated 24 h on 0.5% agar CYE to promote social motility. (**a**--**c**) *M. xanthus* wild-type DZ2 swarms. (**d**--**f**) Social motility-defective *epsZ-*. (**g**--**i**) Adventurous motility-defective *cglB-*. Stereomicroscopy of swarms shows the migration of (**a**, **b**) wild type across the surface in striated branches, whereas (**d, e**) *epsZ-* migrates poorly and (**g**, **h**) *cglB-* migrates with distinct branches. For ultrastructural analysis (**c**, **f**, **i**), *M. xanthus* swarms were fixed, stained and resin-embedded to observe ultrastructure of cell organization by sectioning and TEM visualization. Panel (**c**) shows the highly organized pattern of wild-type cells and microchannels, whereas panel (**f**) shows the lack of channels, and a corresponding lack of cell orientation in the *epsZ-* background, panel (**i**) shows *cglB-* with a similar organization as the wild type. The *epsZ-* mutant also shows that cells do not pack tightly together, with large gaps between cells. Scale bars represent 1 mm, 100 μm and 1 μm.](ismej201660f3){#fig3}

![Purification of EPS microchannels and rescue of swarm migration. (**a**, **b**) EM analysis of sodium dodecyl sulfate-purified EPS shows that the purified EPS has a filamentous structure similar to the native conformation of cells within microchannels. (**c**--**f**) *M. xanthus* cells were incubated on a 0.5% agar surface in 5 μl aliquots of cells (\~10^8^ cells) adjacent to EPS extracts (arrow, top). (**c, d**) Wild-type migration occurs in all directions, but is promoted in the direction of the added EPS. (**e**, **f**) *epsZ-* mutant migrates only in the direction of the added EPS. (**d**) Magnified view of wild-type migration into the EPS-coated surface (see [Supplementary Movie S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), (**f**) *epsZ-* migration into the EPS-coated surface (see [Supplementary Movie S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**g**) Quantification of swarm migration in the absence of EPS extracts shows a steady progression of wild-type swarms (black line), whereas *epsZ-* swarm migration (purple line) is non-processive. In the presence of EPS extracts (**h**), however, swarm migration of *epsZ-* is rescuable. Scale bars represent 1 μm, 0.5 μm, 1 mm and 100 μm.](ismej201660f4){#fig4}

![Tracking cell movement within branch structures. To observe the movement of cells within branch structures, *M. xanthus* cultures were added to agarose-coated microscope slides, incubated at 32 °C for 6 h to allow branch formation to occur and imaged with time-lapse fluorescence microscopy. Each series of images was captured at the swarm edge, specifically centered on branch tips when possible. Shown are merged differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy and GFP channel images of 50:1 mixtures of each unlabeled strain with a constitutive GFP-labeled strain at times *t*=0 (left panels) and *t*=20 min (center panels). (**a**) *M. xanthus* wild-type cells, (**b**) *epsZ*-, (**c**) *cglB*- and (**d**) EPS overproducing *pilT-*. Branch structures are maintained over time in (**a**) wild type and (**c**) *cglB-,* whereas (**b**) *epsZ-* is unable to maintain branch organization despite cell movement and (**d**) *pilT-* shows aggregates of cells but no branch formation. Analysis of cell movement (right panels) is shown for six cells under each condition with average cell velocity indicated (in μm min^−1^). Parallel cell trajectories were observed only with wild type and *cglB-*. Scale bar represents 5 μm. (**e**) The average area of deviation between the observed path of a cell and its overall trajectory was determined to quantify the ability of labeled cells to maintain a consistent direction over time. *P*-value thresholds for statistical significance are shown as *P*⩽0.01:\*\*\*, 0.01⩽*P*⩽0.05:\*\*.](ismej201660f5){#fig5}

![The role of EPS in intra-species interactions. (**a**) Cultures of natural isolates of *M. xanthus* were added to 0.5% agar CYE and branch structures of various sizes and shapes were observed. (**b**) EPS was extracted from these strains and added adjacent to lab wild-type strain DZ2. Relative to a no addition control sample, DZ2 shows increased migration with all EPS fractions tested. (**c**) Light microscopy (left) and fluorescence microscopy (right) of GFP-labeled DZ2 with wild isolates resulted in several outcomes, from confluent signal (left) to confinement of GFP signal to the initial inoculum (center) to minimal detection of GFP signal (right). (**d**) Mono-cultures and 1:1 co-cultures with WT DZ2 (purple bars) were prepared and swarm migration quantified for *M. xanthus* DZ2 (white bar), two DZ2-based single mutants (gray bars) and five natural isolates (black bars). The rate of migration in DZ2 derivatives in co-culture with wild type results in an additive or complementary migration, whereas co-culturing with natural isolates resulted in an inhibitory impact on migration across all strains tested.](ismej201660f6){#fig6}

![Panoramic TEM analysis of EPS structures in fruiting bodies of *M. xanthus*. Comparison of fruiting bodies in (**a**) *M. xanthus* wild type and (**b**) *epsZ-* mutant with TEM scanning to construct detailed panoramic images of multicellular structures, scale bar, 10 μm. Wild type shows rigid organization, dark staining of EPS and the presence of spores, whereas the *epsZ-* mutant has a disordered structure and only a few pockets of sporulation, observable in the center of the fruiting aggregate as dark patches. (**c**, **d**) Stereomicroscopy of fruiting bodies shows the typical dark, compact mounds of wild type (**c**) and the light, loose structures formed by *epsZ*, scale bar, 0.1 mm. (**e**, **f**) TEM analysis of cells shows microchannels are observed around spores in wild type, (**e**) whereas no microchannels are observed in *epsZ-* and cells show a wide variety of orientation and cell type. Scale bar, 1 μm.](ismej201660f7){#fig7}

![Presence of EPS channels in the 3D structures of Myxobacteria. Comparison of fruiting bodies in (**a**--**c**) *M. xanthus* and (**d**--**h**) *C. crocatus*. (**a**, **b**) Stereomicroscopy of *M. xanthus* grown under conditions that promote both branch migration and fruiting body formation, in which branches connect to spherical fruiting bodies. (**c**) TEM microscopy of *M. xanthus* cells within fruiting bodies, showing spores surrounded by layers of EPS. (**d**) Stereomicroscopy of a field of *C. crocatus* fruiting bodies, observable as intricately branched orange structures about \~1 mm in height and diameter. The thickness and number of branches varies widely, but the size of each spore sporangiole is similar. (**e**) TEM analysis of the base of the stalk structures reveals the presence of thick microchannels (white arrows) and several electron-dense cells (black arrows). (**f**) Further up the stalk, a single cell within a microchannel. (**g**) A branch tip, where the sporangiole has broken free of the supporting branch. (**h**) Within the sporangiole, a honeycomb-like organization of filaments surround spores. Scale bars: white, 0.1 mm and black, 1 μm.](ismej201660f8){#fig8}

###### Strains used in this study

  *Strain*   *Genotype or relevant properties*   *Source/reference*
  ---------- ----------------------------------- --------------------
  DZ2        Wild type M. xanthus                [@bib8]
  DZ10457    pilA::gfp/pilA+                     [@bib7]
  DZ4477     DZ1622 cglB::mariner                [@bib39]
  DZ4831     DZ2 epsZ::pGEM                      [@bib5]
  DK10409    DK1622 ΔpilT                        [@bib36]
  HP11       M. xanthus isolate                  This study
  HP12       M. xanthus isolate                  This study
  HP13       M. xanthus isolate                  This study
  HP10       M. xanthus isolate                  This study
  HP16       M. xanthus isolate                  This study
  KYC221     Wild type C. crocatus               [@bib15]
  TM12       DZ2 ΔmglA                           [@bib20]
